Quickly produce more efficient and flexible schedules

With more than thirty years of industry experience built in, CorrTrim® is the most flexible and complete corrugator scheduling software available.

Available as part of the complete EFI™ suite of manufacturing solutions — or as a standalone module — CorrTrim helps you increase corrugator production, improve quality, and adapt quickly to customer changes — while at the same time, reducing costs.

CorrTrim gives you enhanced cost and order control and ensures that schedulers can produce more efficient and flexible schedules in less time. The corrugator scheduling module allows planners to trim all flutes and grades in an order pool at the same time — and supports multiple corrugators.

**Business benefits**

- Decreases side-trim
- Reduces costs
- Increases corrugator productivity and efficiency
- Improves planning and scheduling
- Improves customer service with real-time order information
- Increases wet end lineal run length
Create a corrugator schedule based upon your choice of cost factors.

Features and functions

Using CorrTrim, schedulers can accurately carry out “What if?” and “direct cost comparisons” between schedules on different corrugators in real-time, without affecting the master schedule.

With CorrTrim you can:

• Schedule just-in-time (JIT) for greater production flexibility
• Automatically flex cost and control parameters to find the best schedule for a given order pool
• See the cost of your decisions, before you make them
• Reduce downtime and minimize paper changes
• Reduce waste by decreasing side-trim
• Monitor roll usage, cost results, and other key indicators of business performance
• View global trim results for easier decision making

Cost-based solutions

CorrTrim allows you to choose a scheduling solution based upon your choice of cost factors, including:

• Operating costs
• Waste
• Side-trim
• Cost of board upgrades and downgrades
• Board grade costs
• Slitter-scorder changes
• And more...

EFI fuels success.

We develop breakthrough technologies for the manufacturing of signage, packaging, textiles, ceramic tiles, and personalized documents, with a wide range of printers, inks, digital front ends, and a comprehensive business and production workflow suite that transforms and streamlines the entire production process, increasing your competitiveness and boosting productivity. Visit www.efi.com or call 650-357-3500 for more information.